Oil & Military the Deathperate Industry has been causing the world desperate.
Now the world unconsciously has been toward suicide ruled by the desperate.
Global journalism has been entirely debating on the pervasive disputes in Ukraine and
Middle East nations in their top articles.Those are certainly troubles calling for must do
emergent relief.Now author try to reveal nutshell of coming inevitable essential problem
for human surviving.It’s “oil & military the desperate industry” who has been
causing our extinction.It is their being-itself that has been causing our extinction,which is
nothing, but absolute desperate for them. Only by their suicide,but without accompanying
others could enable our surviving.While,in fact,they could not do it.
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Nations without oil & military industry is most favorable for coming era toward surviving.
＊”Unless oil,we could have nothing energy,then how to live ?”.Certainly it is this question
that has been shackling .This report is proposing to debate the problem toward solution.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
＊＊Author don’t wish people’s suicide,but wrong corporate.
[０]：The minds of the world at now<unconscious desperate ruling on by no solution>
So far as author’s recent observation on the world,people are certainly very various,however
an unconscious part in their averaging minds in advanced nations seems desperate due to
nothing solutions for economy & climate. The economy is due to accumulated huge
sovereign debts with massive people of jobless,which has nothing essential solution,but
entirely life prolonging policy.So long as bond be,the debt could not be nothing.By anyhow,
the matured capitalism had become to create no new big market anymore at least in the
conservative regime(not allowing change especially in energy engineering).
http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf
Above all,the most fatal problem is climate collapsing due to massive accumulated CO2,
which would be fatal, if nothing unprecedented bold policy for global countermeasure.
http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Now most of people had become to recognize climate change due to own observations on
recent years extreme climates(strong rain with big floods,pervasive drought,strong heat and
cold wave,strong hurricane,tornades).However nothing effective policy will not be
implemented in most of nations. If people consider global solution impossible,the global
countermeasure would really become impossible.This is nothing,but desperate.
[１]：Essential and Original Cause of the Desperate.
It’s “oil & military industry” who has been causing our extinction.It is their being-itself
that has been causing our extinction,which is nothing, but absolute desperate for them. Only
by their suicide,but without accompanying others could enable our surviving.While,in
fact,they could not do it.The substantial climate countermeasure is more than 80%CO2 cut
which would be fatal for oil industry.Author don’t wish people’s suicide,but wrong corporate.
http://climateplan.blogspot.jp/
⑴Opinion of Climate and Earth Scientist on Global Warming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_opinion_on_climate_change#mediaviewer/File:Climat
e_science_opinion2.png

98% of active climate scientists agree with manmade global warming.
⑵scientific opinion on climate change
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_opinion_on_climate_change
[２]：Climate Change Denial the essential cause of desperate.
Even as is ⑴,the big wealthy oil merchant never accept the reality,but has been
endeavoring to hide climate’s serious reality by using their big money.
The global influence is so wide and deep,the global result is so serious.Note most of
commercial media never refer CO2-80%cut and Arctic methane catastrophe possibility.
Not only mass media,also website never refer,but except very few.That is, most of people
never be known for emergent and serious reality.However the merchants had wellknown the
climate fatality due to huge oil consumption by own corporate,so they has been in deep
desperate toward suicide,whether it may be conscious or non-conscious.
Could you imagine what it is to be oil merchant who has been destroying the planet toward
mass extinction ?.

⒜Climate change denial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_denial
Climate change denial has been associated with the fossil fuels lobby, the Koch brothers,
industry advocates and free market think tanks, often in the United States
......
Numerous authors, including several scholars, say that various conservative think tanks,
corporations and business groups have engaged in deliberate denial of the science of
climate change since the 1990s, and some, including the National Center for Science
Education, consider climate change denial to be a form of pseudoscience.Through a single
organisation, between 2002 and 2010, conservative billionaires secretly donated nearly
$120 million (£77 million) to more than 100 organizations seeking to cast doubt on the
science behind climate change.
⒝How the World's Biggest PR Firm Helps Promote Climate Change Denial
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/how-the-largest-pr-firm-in-the-world-promotes-c
limate-change-denial
http://www.skepticblog.org/2014/08/27/the-pot-calling-the-kettle-black/
⒞Harvard’s destroying our planet:
America’s grand, institutional failure to stop climate change
The climate crisis demands bold action from our leading institutions. Too bad they're all
falling down on the job
http://www.salon.com/2014/03/23/harvards_destroying_our_planet_americas_grand_in
stitutional_failure_to_stop_climate_change/
⒟Merchant of Climate Doubt Hosts the Hottest Parties at the DNC
http://truth-out.org/news/item/11362-merchant-of-climate-doubt-hosts-the-hottest
-parties-at-the-dnc
⒠Why Climate Change Denial Is Biggest Conservative Lie of All
Folks Who Backed Segregation Now Lead Earth to Disaster
http://forward.com/articles/192413/why-climate-change-denial-is-biggest-conserva
tive/?p=all

⒡How big oil tries to win us over using stealth tactics 11 June, 2014
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/news/Blogs/makingwaves/arctic-oil-spo
nsorship/blog/49606/
⒢Merchants of Doubt, by Naomi Oreskes & Erik M. Conway April 5, 2011
http://whatbooktoread.com/2011/04/05/merchants-of-doubt-by-naomi-oreskes-erik-mconway/
‘That the science was uncertain, that more research was needed, that the economic
consequences of controlling … would be too great, and that … might be caused by natural
sources’. Sound familiar? Fill in ‘climate change’, and you have a summary of the argument
of those who oppose action on global warming.

[３]：Military-Industrial Complex the essential cause of desperate.
As is defeated in reasonable logic,their exodus way is violence against the liability.
It is war business that needs pervasive war in the world.Now in the world,false flag wars
has been plotting at here and there in order to hide climate collapse the final problem.
The main criminal is oil-military industry complex in USA the reincarnated NAZIS.
Their following Hegel devil ideology is nothing but being against God(the order).
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
Perpetual war strategy by setting up enemy toward global hegemony winning.
This is also an indication of insane of ultra egocentrism without nothing care for many
others.First of all,American must recognize this serious fact.After all,this insane has been
going on toward global extinction(their suicide due to climate failure accompanying massive
others).The realization might be nuclear war between Russia and USA,
⒜Injustice and violence are a co-body destroying an order.
Those who don’t understand the logic should not be placed in position liability.
A contradiction caused by false,failure,lie is to cause system corruption at last.
This is a theorem of logic which tell that a contradiction denaying true causes anything true.
That is,supreme chaos(destroying an order)in which anything could be realizable(true).
Injustice and violence are challenging itself against an order.

⒝Aim of Religion is to accomplish the order by {justice,truth,philanthropy}.
The order is nothing,but all co-live together by {justice,truth,philanthropy}≡God.
Therefore,war is against God’s teach,but except true own defence.
⒞Military-Industrial Complex Speech, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1961
http://coursesa.matrix.msu.edu/~hst306/documents/indust.html
⒟Big money behind war: the military-industrial complex
More than 50 years after President Eisenhower's warning, Americans find themselves in
perpetual war. 11 Jan 2014
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2014/01/big-money-behind-war-military-industrialcomplex-20141473026736533.html
⒠The 25 Biggest Defense Companies In America

2014/3/13

http://www.businessinsider.com/top-25-us-defense-companies-2012-2?op=1

selling about $235 billion in arms every year,
⒡Ukraine Defense Industry
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/ukraine/industry.htm
A World Desperate for a Little Good News
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/10/opinion/sunday/a-world-desperate-for-a-little-good-new
s.html?_r=0

[４]：A possible solution for intercepting nuclear war between USA and Russia.
⒜Your commander has been insane without ability on his top liability.
Unless global nuclear war,then what would happen in the coming world ???.
It is nothing,but extreme climate world where many people are suffering in unprecedented
confusions.Then what would happen in those who has been climate denial(the global
establishments class with the oil and military industry(the imperial Rockefeller and their
subs).They would have become the complete defeater in the climate liability.Therefore it
is them who has been fearing coming those days in near future.Their sin is nothing,but
supreme one. Thereby,they might wish early global nuclear war of suicide to end this
world before the days of complete defeating in the climate liability.This is an indication of
insane of ultra egocentrism without nothing care for many others.They are so high pride
that they never wish to be revealed their defeat in the climate liability.

⒝Your liability is against the command.
Coming nuclear war between USA and Russia would be result by the insane.
Nothing righteous.So those who sane could not be tolerable.
⒞Enforcing lawless society by police state-nization.
Enabling nuclear war may be most difficult even in rogue USA.Then how to escape
climate liability ?.Coming years would be era when elite would not take their fundamental
liability to care people. But tyranny would began to rule nation with police state-nization
Ferguson : Proof That America is Turning Into a Militarized Police State
http://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/ferguson-another-proof-america-turning-police-state/
Ferguson: No justice in American police state
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/08/22/376158/no-justice-in-american-police-state/

⒟police state-nization without climate countermeasure is mere toward extinction.
Fact denial could be nothing,but destructive at last.Even policemen could not survive under
wrong government.Thus note that,in wrong government without climate countermeasure
never can assure surviving of also military,police,and CIA of government men.
⒠By anyhow,only climate fact accepting government could survive.
Only righteous governments with climate countermeasure could enable surviving.Then the
governments would admit climate fact,but be not climate denial.
Government who could not accept climate fact and would recommend suppression on
people by police never can survive in coming climate collapsing world.
Both people and police-military men must consider this decisive fact.
Above all,we must make massive global solidarity with unique truth.
There is nothing way to win,but making emergent global solidarity.
At first,begin local,and deploy global at last.
*Author is a messenger with following sacred orders.
“Those who wish own stability must care whole stability.”........Nichiren.
“Global people must be friendly with hands to hands”..............HIzuki-shinji

Appendix_1:Making superficial good boom in stock market in USA and Japan.
It is entirely central bank’s printing money which are injecting the market to soar stock prices
as superficial demand. See p22/28.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
All of those are entirely prolonging life treatment of catastrophe.
Appendix_2:

Appendix_3:False Flag Wars with Pandemic Terror
CIA is expert on making confusion in information recognition(news,journal).
Note Ebola pandemic in Africa is synchronous both to Gaza and Ukraine disputes.
The Ebola Outbreak: U.S. Sponsored Bioterror?
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ebola-outbreak-u-s-sponsored-bioterror/5396176
Japan Finds 19More Dengue Fever Cases,Public Broadcaster Says
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-09-01/japan-finds-19-more-dengue-fever-casespublic-broadcaster-says.html
デング熱感染報道は、９月に代々木公園で行われる反戦・反原発大集会つぶしが目的か
http://www.asyura2.com/14/genpatu40/msg/110.html
In order to evade deception and confusion,we should know CIA’s favorite terror methods.
Simply to tell,those are shit(money scandal),piss(sex scandal) and bug
(pandemic terror)..Those are entirely direct to physiological response of human without or
reducing rational judgement due to fear.

